Macro Economic Telecine System (METS)
Ÿ High quality system for transferring 8 mm film motion picture images into video images.
Ÿ Build budget £200.
Ÿ Captures at 5 frames per second.
Ÿ Supports both Standard 8 mm and Super 8 mm film formats.
Ÿ Excellent film frame to frame registration.
Ÿ Re-use home video cameras for video capture to PC.
Ÿ Simple system for enthusiasts to build.
Ÿ Test and measurement methods to optimise performance.
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System Overview
Telecine is the process of transferring film motion picture images to video images. METS uses a
start stop motion film transport to telecine 8 mm film. It captures in SD PAL at 5.5 fps and at 4.5
fps for HD PAL. The film transport uses a simple custom designed unit and this allows close
integration of video capture and film transport control software. The unit handles both Standard
and Super 8 mm film formats and has framing adjustment. The film gate of the unit fully exposes
the film sprocket holes, so if they are included in the captured images, they can be used in the
measurement of the frame registration unsteadiness of the system.
The macro lens equipped video camera transmits a continuous stream of images of the film gate
at 25 fps PAL via its IEEE 1394 or HDMI video output interface. No images are stored within the
video camera. The video camera digital output stream is fed directly into the PC using the
appropriate video capture interface. Figure 1 shows a block diagram representation of the
arrangement.
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Figure 1
The stop motion capture program running in the PC must grab one image from the video stream of
each film frame when it is stationary in the film gate. The capture program grabs the image then
stores it as a sequentially numbered BMP file on the PC’s hard disk. The PC then communicates
to the PIC controller to generate the pulse streams for the stepper motor drivers to energise the
film transport and winding stepper motors for a film frame advance. The PIC communicates back
to the PC when the film frame advanced is finished. The same cycle is then repeated. To avoid
generation of vibrations when a frame is being captured any film winding is done only as the film is
being moved through the film gate.
In post processing the numbered BMP image files are assembled in sequence into a standard
video file format along with speed correction so the filming rate of 16 or 18 fps looks the same
when the video is displayed on TV at 25 fps. Rewinding the film on the Mark 3 model is done
manually using a detachable handle fitted on the static feed reel axle and directly from reel to reel.

Photograph 1 shows the front view of METS mark 3 followed by a naming of the parts list.
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Naming of the parts
1. Video camera

2. Camera platform

3. Macro lens

4. Chassis

5. Film gate

6. Claw end

7. Motor sledge sides

8. Cam rider claw

9. Framing adjustment

10. Cam

11. Bias spring

12. Film roller

13. LED light source

14. Tension arm

15. Feed reel

16. Static axle

17. Winding motor arm

18. Winding motor boss

19. Shim for Standard 8 mm film format not required for Super 8 mm film format
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Photograph 2 shows the rear view of METS mark 3 followed by a naming of the parts list.
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Naming of the parts
1. NEMA 17 Wind motor

2. Wind motor driver

3. Cam motor driver

4. LED drivers

5. NEMA 17 cam motor

6. USB connector

7. RS 232 connector

8. PSU 5V & 12V connector

9. PSU 20V connector
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Film transport
Design challenges
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Consistent and reliable vertical film frame registration
Fragility of film
Speed of operation
Easy drive disengagement

My design of telecine film transport mechanism uses a simple cam driven claw pulling in line with
the film path. Figure 2 shows the cam rider claw, its end was thinned to 0.7 mm thick for reliable
entry into the 0.914 mm width of the sprocket hole of Super 8 mm film.

The claw tip is tapered to 0.7 mm
and all edges smoothed.
angle -20° wrt film plane

angle 80°
angle 160°

Material 20 SWG 0.9 mm or 22 SWG 0.7 mm steel/stainless steel.

Cam Rider Claw

Figure 2
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The advance of the film frame by frame is made by 360° rotation of the cam for each frame
advance. The combined force of the bias spring and the rotational drag of the cam on the cam
rider causes engagement by the claw in the sprocket hole. The sloped shape of the bottom of the
claw raises the claw as it is pushed backwards to engage the next sprocket hole and causes
disengagement of the claw from the current sprocket hole. The holding force of the film gate must
exceed that exerted by the slope of the bottom of the claw on the film as it is moved backwards or
the film will move too. The numbered sequence of Photographs 3.1 to 3.6 illustrates the operation.
Figure 3 shows a diagrammatic representation of the operation.

Figure 3

Figure 4 shows the simple eccentrically mounted circular cam design used.
Cam center offset by 2.7 mm.

Minimum wall
thickness 0.75 mm.

3 mm tapped hole
for grub screw.
To fit NEMA 17 motor shaft.

3 mm tapped hole
for grub screw.

Cam

Figure 4
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Claw position due to
bias spring pull.

Claw position when
held against bias spring
pull.. Shift 1.5 mm.

Photographs 4 and 5 show the 1.5 mm freedom of movement available at the claw tip that allows
the claw to rise up out of the sprocket hole when the claw rider is pushed backwards by the cam
and rises on the slope at the bottom of the claw. The movement also allows full disengagement of
the claw drive from the film so that the film can be moved freely through the film gate or removed
from it completely to facilitate repair of a failed film splice.

Photograph 6 shows the parts of the motor sledge followed by a naming of the parts list.
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Parts of the motor sledge
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Naming of the parts
1. Cam rider running slots

2. Sledge plate fixing holes

3. Slope at bottom of Claw

4. Claw end

5. Cam rider aperture

6. Cam rider claw body

7. Framing adjustment pillar

8. Bias spring

9. Framing adjustment nut

10. Bias spring anchor

11. Bias spring anchor slot

12. Framing adjustment sledge plate

13. Shim for Standard 8 film

14. Cam 15. Cam grub screw

16. Motor sledge fixing screws

Film gate
Design challenges
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

7
Consistent film image plane
Consistent and reliable lateral film frame registration
Even illumination of film frame
Film handling
Ÿ No wear or abrasion of film
Ÿ Free passage of film splices
Ÿ Easy threading
Ÿ Simple film release

Film
gate

Motor
sledge

Photograph 7 shows the relative positions of the film gate and motor sledge as the film is
transported downward through the film gate.

Film grooves

Film
Sprocket hole
support land

Film track
relief 0.2 mm

Spring pressure

Fixed part of film gate

Gap to ensure film
edges can be gripped
in the film grooves by
the spring pressure

Floating part of film gate

Figure 5

Figure 5 Shows a simplified section through the film gate and where the film is positioned.
The film gate holds the side edges of the film in compression in grooves cut into the sidewalls of
the film gate. The base of the groove is parallel to the film plane while its top is inclined at 45° like
this Ð. This groove shape keeps the film against the base of the groove to keep a consistent film
image plane to focus on, and it handles the passage of film splices well.
The fixed part of the film gate supports the sprocket hole reference edge of the film and the spring
loaded floating part supports the edge created when the original 16 mm film was split. Running the
film reference edge in the film groove of the fixed part of the film gate gives consistent and reliable
lateral film frame registration. Only light spring pressure is required to provide the holding force of
the film in the gate to exceed that exerted by the slope of the bottom of the claw on the film as it is
moved backwards. Excessive spring pressure could cause the film to bow, so the gap between
fixed and floating parts of the film gate is made very small to avoid this and any damage to the film,
yet still meet the holding force and image plane requirements. Photograph 8 shows the gate parts.
The material used for the body of the film gate is Acetal, which has a low friction coefficient and is
easily machined to a good finish. The low friction of the gate material body enabled the film
handing challenges to be met and allowed the floating part of the gate to slide freely on the tubular
locating dowels with only light spring pressure. Consistent penetration of claw depth in the
sprocket hole is normally controlled by the sloped bottom of the claw to aid vertical film frame
registration. In badly damaged sprocket holes claw penetration is limited by the claw tip running on
the surface at the bottom of the claw relief slot. Photograph 8 shows and names the film gate parts.
To ensure even illumination of the larger Super 8 mm film frame size the film gate aperture was
made oversize at 6 x 7 mm as it is the video camera that determines the image size captured.

Photograph 8 Film gate assembly parts
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1. Film groove in floating part of film gate.

1

2. Tubular locating dowels.

2

3. Film track relief.

3

4. Film gate aperture.
4
5

5. Sprocket hole support lands.

6

6. Claw relief slot extent.
7. Pressure springs, screws and washers.

7

Photograph 9 Film gate assembled
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1. Floating part of film gate.
2. Small gap between fixed and floating parts.
1

3. Fixed part of film gate.
2

3

Photograph 10
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Film gate with Super 8 mm leader
1. Film entry end. See Photograph 11

1

2. Sprocket holes clear of sidewall.
3. Film exit end. See Photograph 12.
4. Leader shape for easy threading.
2
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Photograph 11 shows the entry film track detail of; the film grooves, film track relief and sprocket hole
support land. Photograph 12 shows the exit and the claw relief slot cut into the sprocket hole support land.
Standard 8 mm film was used in both photographs to show the wider sprocket hole of the format.

Framing arrangements
Design challenges
Ÿ Arrangements to accommodate Standard and Super 8 mm film formats and
their different film frame to sprocket hole layouts.
Ÿ Reliable centring of the film frame in the film gate aperture.
Ÿ Simple and minimal adjustment.
For Standard 8 mm film the sprocket hole is aligned with the gap between the film frames. For
Super 8 mm film the sprocket hole is aligned with the centre line of the film frame.
Film gate
centre line
Standard 8 mm film

Direction of travel
Claw end position 21.57 mm from centre line

2.52 mm

Super 8 mm film

Direction of travel
0.5715 mm

Claw end position 21.7415 mm from centre line

Figure 6
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Film roller
mounting
Sprocket
hole clear
of groove
in sidewall

Film frame C/L

Gate 6 mm

Std 8 = 21.57 mm

Super 8 = 21.7415

Claw end

Claw end

The distance between sprocket holes
and the sprocket hole height are
different in each format. Framing is
made by adjustment of the distance of
the motor sledge from the fixed film gate.
To accommodate all the differences
between the two film formats, the Cam
rider claw end position is set to be at the
first place after the film gate centre line
where the leading edge of the sprocket
holes of both formats most nearly align.
Only minimum framing adjustment is
then needed to centre the film frame of
either format in the film gate. This occurs
at the sixth leading edge of the sprocket
hole after the film gate centre line. The
distance for the Standard 8 mm format.
from the film gate centre line is 21.57
mm and for the Super 8 mm format it is
21.7415 mm. The small difference of
distance 0.1715 mm eases the design of
the framing adjustment facility. Figure 6
and Photograph 13 illustrate the above.
A typical film roller mounting can be
seen at the top of the picture.

This was how I derived the claw end position.
For Standard 8 mm format the sprocket hole separation and height are 3.81 mm and 1.27 mm .
The distance from the film frame horizontal centre line to the leading edge of the first sprocket hole
after the line is:
sprocket hole height/2 + sprocket hole separation/2 = 1.27/2 + 3.81/2 = 2.52 mm
Nearest sprocket hole leading edge alignment occurs after 5 more sprocket hole separations.
sprocket hole separation * 5 = 3.81 * 5 = 19.05 mm
Total distance from the film frame horizontal centre line = 2.52 + 19.05 = 21.57 mm
For Super 8 mm format the sprocket hole separation and height are 4.234 mm and 1.143 mm.
The distance from the film frame horizontal centre line to the leading edge of the first sprocket hole
after the line is:
`

sprocket hole height/2 = 1.143/2 = 0.5715 mm

Nearest sprocket hole leading edge alignment occurs after 5 more sprocket hole separations.
sprocket hole separation * 5 = 4.234 * 5 = 21.17 mm
Total distance from the film frame horizontal centre line = 0.5715 + 21.17 = 21.7415 mm
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Framing assembly parts
1. Sledge fixing screws
2. Upper adjustment nut
3. Lower adjustment nut
4. Cam
5. Sledge end plate
6. Fixed pillar

Photograph 14 shows the motor sledge and framing parts. Framing
adjustment is made by first slackening the motor sledge fixing screws
of the motor sledge assembly so that it can slide in its slots. The
motor sledge is raised against gravity by clockwise turns of the lower
nut then the upper nut. The cam is then rotated to the home position
to pull the next film frame into the film gate and then the sledge is
adjusted downwards to set the Claw end position for correct framing
using both nuts. The position is locked by tightening the motor sledge
screws. Frame adjustment is only required for initial set up or when
changing film formats. Slackening the motor sledge fixing screws also
allows insertion or removal of the shim required to adjust the height of
the motor sledge. The shim raises the height of the motor sledge and
hence the cam rider claw so the claw end enters the Standard 8 mm
film sprocket hole more centrally within in its 1.829 mm width.
The centre line of the video camera must then be adjusted to coincide
with that of the film gate for correct video framing. See Video Camera
Alignment.

Film advance
The advance of the film frame by frame is made by 360° rotation of the cam for each frame
advance. The cam start point should be set at 0° or slightly later as the film is then stationary in
the film gate for at least the next 180° of the cam rotation. The video image is captured when the
film is stationary.
The cam is mounted directly on the motor shaft of a standard NEMA 17 size stepper motor. The
chosen motor has ball race bearings, a short stiff shaft that does not flex when a load is exerted
on the cam and excellent step position repeatability. The motor is rigidly mounted on the chassis.
Film take up winding has to be managed to prevent movement or vibration when the image is
captured. I used the same NEMA 17 stepper motor to drive the winding reel. Drive pulses were
only sent to the wind stepper motor after the cam passed 180º. A spring loaded vane and slotted
optical vane switch are used to determine if there is sufficient slack film to need the wind motor to
start winding. See Slotted optical switch for more detail.
The wind motor shaft was fitted with a suitable sized boss made to be a press fit friction drive in
the film reel used. The press fit friction drive worked well with the large hole used in super 8 mm
film format reels made of plastic up to 9 inch. Steel reels with the smaller drive hole used in
standard 8 mm film format reels required an extended drive boss threaded on its outer end so a
nut could then be used to clamp the reel on its side faces to ensure reliable drive.

Motor control
The stepper motors are driven by micro-stepping bipolar stepper motor drivers that receive their
control pulses from a separate pulse generator source. The same motors and drivers were used
for all Marks of METS but their source and control of pulse generation differed.
PC Pulse Generation
For Mark 1, I had Initially used the PC’s parallel port and pulse streams generated from within MS
Windows directly. This arrangement worked but proved inconsistent because MS Windows is a
multi-tasking OS being used in a real time application. My stepper motor driver supplier
(RoutoutCNC) suggested using MS Windows to control when pulse streams were needed but to
generate the pulse streams externally. The change to external pulse generation resulted in a very
consistent system.
PC Control via Serial Port of a PIC controller
With the demise of parallel ports on modern computers for the Mark 3, I adopted the use of the
serial port or a USB to serial port converter cable for inter connection and a PIC processor for
pulse generation. This simplified my task of learning to write software for the USB interface and
avoided all the quirks of the various versions of Windows (98SE, ME, 2000, XP, Vista and now 7),
plus the cost and complexity of USB licensing.
The PIC processor kit card used has both serial port and USB interfaces. The programs for the
PIC chip were written using the Proton Basic compiler to generate the code. A closed loop
protocol was used between the PIC processor and PC.

Macro Facility
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The film gate design permits close
approach to the film gate aperture by the
video capture device so either a macro lens
equipped video camera or a machine vision
camera can be used. Cost led me to use a
reverse mounted camera lens to provide my
video camera with the required macro
capability. Photograph 15 shows the
components and Photograph 16 the final
assembly used. To test that my video
camera and reversed lens combination
worked I used a piece of mm graph paper
as the target image. I then set the video
cameras’s optical zoom to maximum and
captured Photograph 17. The 4 x 3 mm
squares shown demonstrate that the 4.88
mm by 3.68 mm frame of Standard 8 mm
film can be safely captured with less zoom.
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Video Camera Alignment
The video camera’s lens axis should ideally be aligned with the horizontal and vertical centreline of
the film frame in the film gate. I made the assumption that the 3 inch Whitworth tripod mounting
hole on the video camera was on the vertical centreline of the lens axis. To establish accurately
the height of the horizontal axis of the lens above the camera base I captured a still image with the
camera of a steel rule held vertically. I then opened the image in Xnview selected View > Display
colour information to show the pixel information at the eyedropper cursor and read the rule at the
pixel row at the centre of the image 37.9 mm above camera base e.g., image height = 1536 pixels
so centre row is = 768. Beware my Canon
HV 20 video camera takes 2048 x 1536
pixel still frame images. The video
camera’s centre line height plus the height
of the camera platform should equal the
centre line height of the film gate above the
common base board datum.
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I used the program Xnview to capture the
cursor information shown in Photograph 18 .

Measurement of frame unsteadiness
To measure frame unsteadiness I adjusted the video camera to include the sprocket holes in the
video frame captured. I could then measure the position of the first all white pixel (RGB =
255,255,255) after the sprocket hole leading edge. Initially I did this manually using Xnview on a
series of sample-grabbed BMP frames to prove the principle but it was tiresome to use. I then
modified an image comparison program to inspect only a small area, 30x5 pixels, about the
sprocket hole edge and captured the pixel row number when all 5 pixels became white and stored
the data. The pixel row number from the first sprocket hole is used as the reference from which
subsequent sprocket hole pixel row numbers are compared and the difference calculated with sign
+ or – to generate the unsteadiness data for analysis. Fast Fourier analysis of the unsteadiness
data is then used to obtain an amplitude/frequency plot of the unsteadiness. I used an Excel
spread sheet method to do this as it can readily provide an output plot of the analysis. Figure 7
shows a plot of unsteadiness computed from 128 data samples taken using HD = 1080 pixels and
Standard 8 mm film with a picture height of 3.68 mm so a pixel = 3.68/1080 = 3.4 µm. The very
low sprocket hole unsteadiness measured confirms the observed image steadiness performance
of the film transport mechanism used in METS.
Research papers on the subject show that both the frequency and amplitude of unsteadiness are
significant to an audience reaction.

Frame unsteadiness test results
2.5

Sprocket hole unsteadiness spectrum 128 samples
2
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Worn/Damaged film sprocket holes
If the leading edge of the sprocket holes are worn/damaged it may be possible to get a good
capture by reverse running the film so that the trailing edge of the hole is used as the datum
instead. The METS claw mechanism is unidirectional in operation. To get reverse run emulsion
side capture I used my Mark 1 system with the film pre-wound on to the feed reel so the last film
frame is the first video frame to be captured. The captured video frame images are then numbered
by a down counter e.g., Count starts at 5000 and is decremented for each video frame captured,
in the capture program. The numbered images are therefore in the correct order for playback
inspection using Virtualdub. I normally use Avisynth for final post processing.

Digital blending.
The PIC processor made experimentation with digital blending possible. Digital blending requires
the capture of two images of the same film frame taken with different exposures, typically with
about 3 f stops equivalent between them. I used a change of the illumination level to capture the
two images for each film frame. The PIC is used to switch between the two preset levels of
constant current fed to the LED light source. Low LED current is used when setting the camera
exposure, using the zebra pattern indicator function, to avoid clipping of highlights for a scene/film
to preserve detail in the highlights and then the exposure is locked. The detail in the shadows may
be lost in this first exposure. High LED current is used for the second exposure of the film frame
that should improve the detail in the shadows but will clip the highlights. Since a clipped highlight
cannot be greater than 255,255,255 in 8 bit RGB or a blocked shadow less than 0,0,0 when the
two images are blended [(Low + High)/2] detail should be present in both highlights and shadows
of the blended image. Capturing two images for each film frame to be used in digital blending is
rarely justifiable for normal captures because of the resultant loss in speed of capture.

Measurement of video camera delay
The PIC processor facilitated testing and measurement of video camera delay by using it to switch
the constant current fed to the LED light source ON and OFF under the control of the Windows
video capture program. The LED current is switched ON immediately the film frame comes to rest
in the film gate; followed by a time delay D while the camera tries to capture the image, followed
by an instruction to the PIC to switch the LED current OFF and start motor pulse generation to
advance the film to the next frame. The delay D was incremented by 1mS for each frame captured
so when the sequence of frames are consistently evenly exposed the frame number of the first
frame of the sequence is equal to the maximum delay.

How it is made
Basic skills
For safety always wear protective goggles when machining.

To mill a cube
The making of the parts of the motor sledge and film gate requires the knowledge and skill to
“mill a cube”. Essentially every face of the block must be at 90° to its adjacent sides and parallel
(180°) to its opposite face. This ensures all subsequent machining operations of slitting and
grooving of the parts can be correctly aligned.
1.

Choose face side 1 and mill flat. With a marker pen number it 1.

2.

Choose face edge side 2. Using face 1 against 90° angle plate set side 2 level and mill
flat. Side 1 and side 2 should now be flat and at 90° to each other. Mark it 2.

3.

Place side 2 on parallels with side 1 against 90° angle plate and mill face edge side 3
flat. Side 3 should then be at 90° to side 1 and parallel (180°) to side 2. Mark it 3.

4.

Using side 1 on parallels and side 2 against 90° angle plate mill reverse face side 4 flat.
Sides 1, 2, 3, and 4 should then be at 90° to each adjacent side. Mark it 4.

5.

Using side 1 against 90° angle plate, set work piece vertical using a square. Mill a
reference on end face side 5 from side 4 to side 1 to at least the width of an available
parallel.

6.

Using side 2 against 90° angle plate and reference flat on side 5 set on a parallel mill
end side 6 flat. This ensures end 6 is at 90° to sides 1, 2, 3 and 4 and parallel to end
side 5 in one plane. Work piece is inverted and rotated through 90° on the axis through
the end sides 5 and 6. Mark it 6.

7.

Using side 1 against 90° angle plate and end side 6 on parallels mill end side 5 flat.
This ensures side 5 is parallel with side 6 in both planes. Mark it 5.

I find that numbering the sides aids me when I plan subsequent machining operations, how the
work piece is to be held and to avoid mistakes.

Deep hole drilling
The motor fixing screw holes in the motor sledge sides are considered “deep holes” i.e., greater
than 3 or 4 times the diameter of the drill bit used. The technique of peck drilling must be used
otherwise the drill bit wanders and the exit hole is not where it should be. Peck drilling is the
process of drilling and full withdrawal of the drill from the hole to evacuate swarf at frequent
intervals and allow the tip of the drill to cool. When deep drilling Acetal water is a good coolant.
Typically for a 3.2 mm diameter 18.5 mm deep hole I use 5 or 6 pecks.

Making the grooving tool
Required Material: - Rod of 6 mm (or 0.25 in.) diameter, about 75 mm in length of silver steel or
steel that will hold a cutting edge. Photographs 19 and 20 show the cutter.
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The rod is held in the lathe chuck with about
15 to 20 mm exposed, the top slide is set to
45º to determine the grooving tool shape,
and the lathe tool is adjusted so that only its
cutting tip touches the rod during the entry
of the turning operation. Make the entry cut
by adjustment of the top slide only to a
depth of about 0.5 mm. Make a small
traverse towards the lathe chuck if the lathe
rigidity can cope with this depth of cut in
one pass do so for about 10 mm, else use
the cross slide to reduce the depth of cut
and do it in several passes. Trim the end so
that the grooving tool comes to a very fine
edge at the junction of the 45º face and the
end.

Next cut the two flutes 180º apart using an
end-mill of about 10 mm (or 3/8”) diameter
i.e., only one third of the diameter of the
end-mill is used to cut the radius of a 6 mm
diameter rod. The machining set up of the
grooving blank is positioned so that the end
of the end-mill cuts the final cutting edges
and the trailing edges are cut by the side of
the end-mill. I used my lathe chuck mounted
on my simple DIY dividing head to cut the
two flutes. To make it an effective cutter the
cutting edges must have back-relief, to do
this we mount the cutter in the lathe chuck
eccentrically so that the trailing edge of the
cutter surface is furthest from the centre line,
this is done twice (once for each cutting
edge). First set the chuck in position with a square off the lathe bed resting against the side of 2 of
the 3 jaws. The remaining jaw on the near side will then be horizontal in this position. Now, place a
piece of 10 thou shim stock between the horizontal jaw and the cutter shank, and push the cutter
into the chuck until only the 20 mm cutter shank extends beyond the ends of the jaws. Lightly
close the jaws. Next, turn the cutter in the chuck until the 2 cutting edges are vertical (that is, the
trailing edge is opposite the jaw with the shim) and nip up the chuck jaws. A quick check turning
the chuck by hand should show that the trailing edge of the cutting edge is more eccentric than the
leading edge, which is what we want. It helps to smear the cutting edge surface with marker pen
or engineer's blue so you can see just how much is being cut. Start the lathe and take a cut of a
depth that just reaches the leading edge. You want the finest finish possible at this stage. Leave
the cross-slide feed in that position. Stop the lathe and turn the cutter in the chuck 180º. Take a
cut across the second trailing edge with the top-slide at the same setting as before. That
completes the lathe work. You can stone the inside edges to remove any burrs and sharpen the
edges of the cutter. For cutting Acetal or Delrin I did not harden and temper my cutter. Should you
wish to harden and temper your cutter: just heat it to cherry red and quench, polish so you can see
the tempering colours develop and heat to light-straw, immediately plunge it into cold water.
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Making the form tool for the rollers
The form tool-grinding radius used was 25.3 mm to obtain the curve profile shown for the 8 mm
film roller. The tool was made from the un-ground end of a 0.4-inch HSS lathe tool. The tool side
edges were also ground to provide a cutting edge and relief. The tool enabled the shoulders and
curve of the roller to be made in one operation.
Photograph 21 shows the crude method I used
to grind the form tool to get the desired tool
curvature. The tool was held in a small
machine vice, the vice hold down slot provided
the bearing against the fulcrum peg about
which the vice was then rotated. The first tool
rotation should only remove the corners, then
the tool is advanced in the vice and ground
again to form more of the arc and the cycle
repeated until a continuous arc is ground
across the end of the tool. The curvature of the
grinding wheel provides sufficient relief below
the cutting edge. The tool side edges were
then ground to provide a cutting edge and relief.
The 25.3 mm grinding radius was measured along the top face of the tool to the vertical mid point
of the fulcrum peg.
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Making the 8 mm film rollers
Figure 8 shows a drawing of the 8 mm film roller. Face the end of the 10 mm acetal rod, centre
drill, then drill a 3.2 mm hole to a depth of about 18 mm. Fit a revolving centre in the tailstock to
support the work piece. Turn down to 9 mm outside diameter (OD) for about 16 mm, and then
change the lathe tool to the form tool. The form tool places an increasing load on the work piece
as it is fed into it and cuts across more of the width of the tool so progressively reduce the feed in
rate. Make sure the square shoulder is formed to the required depth and the OD of the centre of
the roller is 5 mm. Part off to length of 12 mm with a parting tool ground at an angle to cut through
at the base end of the roller to create a clean base surface. Advance rod in chuck, face end,
extend 3.2 mm hole to about 18 mm, fit revolving centre and repeat turning operations. Any small
variations in length can be accommodated by the method of mounting on 3 mm threaded set
screw used as axles and adjustment nuts. A typical film roller mounting can be seen at the top of
Photograph 13.

This hole is a running clearance for 3mm

Form tool grinding radius

8mm Film roller

Figure 8

Making the film gate
Gap to ensure film edges are gripped

Fixed sprocket hole side
0.2mm

Top sprung floating side

Film track relief
Film grooves

Film groove 45° depth 0.45mm

Claw relief 0.2

8mm Film Gate assembly

For emulsion side capture

Figure 9
1. Start by using the ‘ to mill a cube’ technique to make the fixed part of the film gate block to
the 40 x 20 x 18.4 mm size as shown in the drawing.
2. Mill the one large face of the floating part of the film gate flat but leave it oversize at this
stage.
3. Mark out the location of the centre line of the film gate aperture on all 4 faces of the fixed
block, the dowel holes on the top face and tapping holes for fixing on the bottom face.
4. Mount the fixed block on parallels in the milling vice and using the X Y table position it for
the first dowel hole to be drilled. Next place the floating part of the film gate milled face
down on top of the fixed block and clamp it in position. Now slot drill the dowel hole
through the floating part and to the required depth in the fixed block part. Insert the hollow
dowel so alignment is maintained. Change to a twist drill of 2.55 mm tapping size for 3 mm
thread and peck drill through the remainder of the fixed block.
5. Use the X Y table dials or DRO to position it for the second dowel hole to be drilled. Make
sure the current clamping of the two pieces together does not impede drilling if it does I
have used a self tap screw located in a non-critical area to clamp effectively the pieces
together. Now slot drill the dowel hole through the floating part and to the required depth in
the fixed block part. Insert the hollow dowel so alignment is maintained. Change to a twist
drill of 2.55 mm tapping size for 3 mm thread and peck drill through the rest of the block.

6. Rotate the film gate parts through 90° so the base of the fixed part is against the fixed jaw
of the vice. Only the fixed part should be on the parallels. The front face edge of the floating
part of the film gate can then be milled level with the fixed part. Keeping the base against
the fixed jaw of the vice rotate the film gate parts end wise through 180° so the back face
can then be milled level with the fixed part. Repeat the process for both ends always
keeping the base against the fixed jaw of the vice.
7. Keeping the base against the fixed jaw of the vice, mount the fixed part of the film gate only
on parallels in the milling vice, and then mill the film channel to depth and width.
8. Mount the fixed and floating parts together using the dowels and mount the unit on parallels
in the milling vice. Place one of the parallels so it supports both the fixed and floating parts
of the film gate. With the grooving tool fitted in a suitable chuck lower the milling head so
the tool just touches the surface of the film channel, move tool so it just touches the side
wall of the fixed part of the film gate, then withdraw the tool from the work piece and start
tool rotation. Move the tool into the work and adjust the traverse to form the required depth
of groove. It is possible to establish the groove depth indirectly by using a feeler gauge
between the 5 mm diameter part of the tool and the sidewall but is dependent on the cutter
being 6 mm diameter. The method I adopted is to use my eye to judge the gap between the
5 mm part of the tool and the sidewall, make the first cut along the full length of the fixed
part of the film gate. Check if two layers of film leader just enter the groove, if they do, OK,
a film splice will be handled smoothly, if not take a second cut to get a greater groove depth
that meets this test. The film sprocket holes of a Super 8 mm film leader will be fully
exposed and clear of the sidewall when the groove depth is correct. If the groove depth is
too great the film sprocket holes will not be fully exposed and the sidewall must be cut back
to compensate. Next cut the groove in the floating part of the gate and check if two layers of
film leader will just enter the groove.
9. With the film gate still held in the vice test if a piece of 8 mm film leader can be threaded
through the gate in the grooves, it should be too tight to allow this. Remove the gate from
the vice, now thread the 8 mm film leader into the film gate grooves and the floating part
should slide on the dowels away from the fixed part of the film gate and allow easy passage.
Compress the floating and fixed parts of the gate together and the film leader can be firmly
held with only slight pressure.
10. Remove the floating part of the film gate. Keeping the base against the fixed jaw of the vice,
mount the fixed part of the film gate only on parallels in the milling vice, and then mill the
film relief channel to depth and width.
11. Rotate the fixed part of the film gate only so its front face is against the fixed jaw of the vice
and its base is on parallels in the milling vice. Then mill the film gate aperture and
illumination channel.
12. Tap 3 mm thread in the spring retention and fixing holes in the fixed part of the film gate. Fit
the floating and fixed parts of the film gate together on the dowels, then fit the set screws,
springs and washers, and finally with the set screws adjust the spring compression to hold
the Super 8 mm film leader firmly. With a fine tipped marker pen mark through the sprocket
holes at the claw end part of the film gate. The resulting marks are used to set the height of
the slitting saw to cut the claw relief slot and motor sledge cam rider running slots.
13. Mount the film gate on parallels/ring in the milling vice, adjust the slitting saw height to cut
at the centre height of the sprocket hole marks and then lock the milling head height.
14. First cut the claw relief slot in the film gate to depth 0.2 mm. Then mount the sledge side 1
on then same parallels/ring and cut the cam rider running slot to depth 2.5 mm. Make sure
you have marked the front end of the sledge sides as these form a handed pair. For side 1

its front end is at the left hand jaw of the vice. For side 2 its front end is at the right hand
jaw of the vice. This sequence of machine operations should ensure alignment of the cam
rider claw centrally in the 0.91 mm width of the Super 8 mm film sprocket holes.
15. Replace the film gate on the same parallels/ring. Check the slitting saw still aligns with the
claw relief slot. Withdraw the saw blade from the slot, unlock the milling head, and then
raise the height of the saw blade to widen the slot until it meets the film relief channel level
at 0.2 mm below film level. The latter process may require more than one cut to increase
the width sufficiently. The extra slot width allows the claw end to have a clearance below
film level when it is aligned for Standard 8 mm film sprocket holes when the sledge is raised
on the shim.

Cam generation
The packing size derivation and calculation to obtain the correct offset for generation of the
eccentric circular cam to generate the required stroke using a 3-jaw lathe chuck is given below.
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To accommodate both Standard 8 mm and Super 8 mm film sprocket hole spacing a stroke of 5.4
mm was chosen thus the offset d = 2.7 mm. Using a 18 mm diameter rod the radius r = 9 mm.
Substituting the values for d and r in the above formula the packing P required is 3.74094 mm. For
quickness and accuracy I use the shank of the nearest drill size I have to provide the required
packing. So from my drill selection this is a No.26 or No.25 series drill with a diameter of 3.734 mm
or 3.797 mm. The cam diameter must have a clearance in the cam rider of about 0.1 mm to
ensure free rotation of the claw arm about the cam. The free rotation of the claw arm facilitates low
drag disengagement of the claw from the film sprocket hole during normal operation and allows
lifting of the claw during film threading or splice repair operations. The cam claw aperture is 12 mm
high by 18.1 mm wide and the cam diameter is 11.9 mm. The cam rider running slots position the
rider so the cam only ever touches the top and bottom of the cam claw aperture and never exerts
side thrust on the cam rider.

Photograph 22 shows my lathe chuck arrangement for making the cam. I coated the end of the
cam with black marker pen to aid clarity. Figure 10 shows a drawing of the cam.
For safety always wear protective goggles, secure the drill to the jaw using soft copper or
iron wire and make sure the drill ends are within the outside diameter sweep of the chuck.
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1.Face off and then turn down rod to 18 mm
diameter.
2.Centre drill and then bore 5 mm hole to fit
NEMA 17 motor shaft.
3.Reverse rod so that only the 18 mm diameter
section is within the jaws.
4.Insert packing piece at jaw 1 midway along
the section within the jaws to get the required
offset, ensure the unpacked jaws 2 and 3 are in
full contact and then fully tighten chuck. Secure
packing to jaw 1 with copper wire.
5.Face off the end of the rod. Then turn down
the eccentric circular cam to the required
diameter of 11.9 mm. The cut is intermittent so
many light cuts are safer. For extra safety I
have left the 5 mm hole blind so I could centre drill the cam end of the rod when offset and
fit a revolving centre in the tailstock. Before removing the piece from the chuck scribe a
top dead centre (TDC) line along the 18 mm section of the cam using the lathe tool. Use
an engineers square on the lathe bed and rotate the chuck by hand until jaws 2 and 3 are
furthest from you and both jaws touch the vertical of the square. Adjust the lathe tool to
scribe a line along the exposed parts of the surface of the 18 mm section as it is traversed.
Remove and then reverse the cam in the chuck without any packing, with the jaws on the
18 mm section only, rotate the cam so the TDC line is midway between jaws and tighten
the chuck, rotate the chuck by hand so the lathe tool and TDC mark align and then scribe
the line the full length of the 18 mm section and across the face of the cam.

6. Mark the TDC scribed line with black marker pen.
7. Drill 2.55 mm tapping hole for grub screw. Then tap 3 mm.

Cam center offset by 2.7 mm.

Minimum wall
thickness 0.75 mm.

3 mm tapped hole
for grub screw.
To fit NEMA 17 motor shaft.

3 mm tapped hole
for grub screw.

Cam

Figure 10
NEMA 17 Sledge assembly
The Figure 11 shows the Mark 1 and 2 version with the cross member threaded for framing
adjustment and bolted to the side members. For the Mark 3 the cross member is a flat plate fixed
to the ends of the side members. A set screw is fixed through the centre of the plate to provide the
threaded rod for framing adjustment by use of nuts, see Photograph 14.

NEMA 17 Chassis layout
The Figure 12 is suitable for making any Mark. For Mark 1 and 2 the NEMA 17 motor is at the top
so the chassis is rotated clockwise about its right hand edge. For Mark 3 the NEMA 17 motor is at
the bottom so the chassis is rotated anti clockwise about its left hand edge. The motor is always
fitted to the rear of the chassis. See Photographs 1, 2, 25, and 26.

Slot to match film gate
sprocket hole height
Drilled 2.55mm as pilot/tapping
of film framing bar

3mm tapped hole for
frame adjustment screw

Slot width 0.7mm or 0.9mm
Sliding fit on cam rider claw

NEMA 17 Motor Sledge assembly
Figure 11

Datum line
Film gate C/L

slots

NEMA 17 Chassis layout
Figure 12

Electronics
1.
2.

PSU for stepper motors 15V to 25V 2A minimum DC e.g. laptop unit.
PSU for LED supply 12V 1.5A minimum DC e.g. external HDD enclosure also used for 3
below.

3.

PSU for vane sensors 5V 300 mA DC e.g. external HDD enclosure.

4.

Stepper motors Astrosyn MY3488-02A

5.

Stepper motor drivers RoutoutCNC 2.5A units.

6.

LED LXHL-LW3CLUXEON III WHITE.

7.

LED current drivers. See LED constant current drivers diagram

8.

Slotted optical sensor.

9.

PIC 18F4550 sourced Crownhill Associates.

10.

PIC 40 pin development board from www.cstech.co.uk.

11.

USB to serial converter cable. Amazon UK.

12.

USB cable to supply 5V only from PC to PIC.

13.

PIC programmer for initial programming of PIC.

Software
1.
2.

Windows XP SP3.
Delphi 7 with DSPACK used to write integrated video capture and system control
program.

3.

RSCOM.DLL by B. Kainka used to provide serial communication port for Delphi 7.

4.

Terminal program by B. Kainka to test communication interfaces.

5.

XNVIEW used for pixel measurements to aid mechanical alignment.

6.

WINDV used to aid manual focus adjustment during set-up.

7.

Proton Basic compiler used to generate the PIC hex code file.

8.

MCHP boot loader used for in place update of PIC programs.

9.

Test program to measure frame unsteadiness.

10.

Test program to measure video camera delay.

11.

Capture two images per film frame program to evaluate digital blending.

LED constant current drivers
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Figure 13
Figure 13 shows the circuit diagram of the two LED constant current drivers. The LM317’s must
each be mounted on a heat sink. The IRF9630 and BC107 form an on/off switch of the High
Current feed to the LED. The current fed to the LED is thus Normal (189mA) or the sum of Normal
plus High Current ( 568mA) = 757 mA. I modified the 2R2 to 1R8 to increase the High Current to
(694mA) so the sum is now 883 mA. An equivalent range of f 3.4 to f 8. Photograph 24 shows the
two drivers for the LED and the PIC board.

Slotted optical switch
Figure 14 shows the circuit diagram of the slotted optical vane switch. For the Mark 2, I had used
a slotted optical switch and narrow vane to detect 360º cam rotation. See Photograph 27. For the
Mark 3 the slotted optical switch is used to control the pulses to the winding motor to keep a
constant tension on the film as it exits the film gate. For this use the vane needs to be wider and
robust enough on which to mount the tension spring. The fixed angular step per pulse of the takeup reel winds more film per step as the reel fills up. If the vane width is too narrow it will fail to
block the slot until sufficient film has advanced so that the spring can return the vane to unblock
the slot and let the pulse stream resume. See Photograph 23.
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3

LED drivers and PIC processor boards
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METS Mark 3 costs and source information
Item Name
Grub screw for cam
Rououtcnc Stepper Driver 2.5A x 2
Stepper Motor NEMA 17 x 2
LED LXHL-LW3C LUXEON III WHITE
LED driver components
Tension arm sensor components
Cheese block connectors
PC USB to Serial Port converter cable
PIC 18F4550
PIC 40 pin development board
PIC programmer, socket & software
Step down Ring 49-43mm
Coupling Ring 49mm
1/4 Whitworth set screw
Screws, nuts, washers, lock nuts 3 mm
Screws, nuts, washers 6mm
Slitting saws 1 3/4" 90Teeth x 2
Laptop PSU 20V 3A used
External HDD enclosure PSU 12V & 5V
Opal
Film Gate Edge Type
Cam
Shuttle Guides & Frame Sledge
Chassis Faceplate & mounting
Film roller Guides x 6
Winding arm chassis
Static axles for both 8 mm film reel sizes
LED mounting bracket
Tension arm mechanical assembly
Location pillars 8 off
Cam Rider Claw
Video Camera platform
Baseboard
Total

A
Cost £
Source
Cost
0.1 Orbital Fasteners
Cost
70 RoutoutCNC inc P&P
Cost
45.24 Astrosyn inc P&P
Cost
5.2 Farnell
Cost
3.18 ESR electronic components Ltd
Cost
1.5 ESR electronic components Ltd
Cost
1 B&Q
Cost
3 Amazon UK
Cost
2.88 Crownhill Associates Ltd
Cost
17.49 CSTech inc P&P
Cost
9.18 Robokits India P&P ?
Cost
5 SRB or Crooked Imaging
Cost
13 SRB
Cost
0.2 Orbital Fasteners
Cost
2 Orbital Fasteners
Cost
1 Orbital Fasteners
Cost
16.66 Addison Saws Ltd inc P&P
Free
0 Used
Free
0 2nd use
Gift
1 SRB
Made
1 Material only
Made
1 Material only
Made
1 Material only
Made
2 Material only
Made
1 Material only
Made
1 Material only
Made
1 Material only
Made
1 Material only
Made
1 Material only
Made
1 Material only
Scrap
0 Material only
Scrap
0 Material only
Scrap
0 Material only
208.63

Proving tests
Early proving tests of the film gate and film advance mechanism were done using both winding
arms taken from a film editor so feed and take-up reels were manually operated. Photograph 25
shows the Mark 1 model that captured from the base layer side of the film. The film runs from the
feed reel, upwards through the film gate, via the tension sensor, to the driven take-up reel. Rewinding the film is done manually directly from reel to reel. Later the introduction of a driven take-up
reel with a tension sensor importantly avoided vibration caused by the action of manual winding
and kept a low consistent tension on the film as it exits the film gate. The weight of the winding
handle on the feed reel causes variation in the pull required to advance each frame but no loss of
consistency in frame-to-frame positional accuracy was observed. This consistency of position is
essential for high quality captures.
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The major differences between the Marks were:
1. Mark 1 and 2 captured from the base layer whereas Mark 3 did it from the emulsion side.
2. Mark 1 and 2 used a 10-Watt halogen lamp whereas Mark 3 used a LED.
3. The Mark 3 used a mirror image of the original film gate, the cam rider was flipped to allow
its claw to engage the film correctly in the film gate and the bias spring anchor was re-sited.
4. Rewinding the film on the Mark 3 model is done manually using a detachable handle fitted
on the static feed reel axle and directly from reel to reel.
5. To avoid generation of vibrations when a frame is being captured the Mark 3 only winds the
film during the latter part of the cam’s rotation i.e., as the film is advanced.

Photograph 26 shows the Mark 2 model that was made for a friend Stan Pow who had taught my
son and me how to edit video using Adobe Premier 5.1 with QuickTime. He liked the quality of the
telecine transfers I had made and, as he is a retired BBC video editor I greatly value his opinion
and help. The Mark 2 mechanics were the same as the Mark 1 and it captured from the base
layer side of the film. To generate the pulse streams I developed a unit using 555 timer integrated
circuits. The PC starts the pulse generator and a vane sensor mounted on the sledge is used to
detect when the cam has rotated 360° and reached the home position again to stop the pulse
generator. Photograph 27.
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PC Control and External Pulse generation
For Mark 1, I started with an old laptop running DOS to generate the pulse stream and used the
parallel ports as the interface with the MS Windows computer. I used Euphoria, an interpreted
language based on ‘C’, to write the pulse generation program as Basic proved too slow. Two pins
from the DOS computer’s parallel port were used to connect the pulse streams to the cam and
wind stepper motor drivers. A closed loop protocol was used between the DOS computer and MS
Windows computer.
For the Mark 2, I developed a pulse stream generator unit using 555 timer integrated circuits and a
slotted optical vane switch to detect when the cam had rotated 360°. Photograph 27. The MS
Windows computer still controlled when pulse streams were needed.

Conclusions
1. It is possible to make a high quality system for transferring film motion images into video
images at reasonable cost.
2. The use of a reversed camera lens to provide the video camera with the required macro facility
worked well. The three lenses tested were all colour corrected, of 50 mm focal length, from
reputable manufacturers: Pentax, Minolta and Nikon. The lens is set to its maximum aperture
using its manual setting for this use. A Canon FD lens could not be tested as manual aperture
setting was only possible when mounted on its original camera body. The captured video
images were sharp and colour rendition was not noticeably degraded by the additional lens.
The video camera’s zoom facility made possible the accurate coverage of both film format
image sizes.
3. The film frame to frame registration was excellent limited only by the integrity of the film
sprocket reference edge used. The film transport I designed only uses the steel cam rider claw
in tension to advance the film, the film gate is made of low friction acetal material so the force
required to advance the film is low, so load on the cam is low and stepper motor shaft
deflection is low. The eccentric circular cam running against the flat faced follower of the cam
rider aperture generates a cosine velocity cam profile with its lowest rate of change of velocity
as it approaches the Home position so no overshoot of film should occur. The cam stepper
motor is rotated 360º for each film frame advanced so the motor’s constant magnetic
properties for that step position should ensure the same Home position is reached every time.
4. Provided the video camera centre line height plus the video camera platform height, equal the
film gate centre line height above the baseline, framing is easily adjusted. The 6 mm height of
the film gate aperture allows at least 1 mm above and 1 mm below the image area of the film
frame for the 0.1715 mm adjustment needed when setting or changing film formats.
5. System performance optimisation only became practicable after test and measurement
methods were developed and included within the video capture and test software. Accurate
timing of each stage of video frame capture: file storage, control communication delay and film
advance. Measurement of overall video camera capture delay. Accurate measurement and
collection of film frame to frame registration data to evaluate frame unsteadiness performance.
6. The speed of capture was found to be dependent on the specific model of video camera used,
the type of shutter used in the video camera, global or rolling, the time taken to advance the
film one frame, and the sustained HDD file writing performance of the Windows PC used for
video capture.
7. Simple enough for the enthusiast to build? For the most part only simple tools and skills are
required to assemble the parts and PIC kit. The manufacture of the acetal parts: film gate, cam,
motor sledge, static axle, winding motor boss and film rollers requires model engineering
facilities and skills. I made the cam rider claws for Mark 1 and 2 using hand tools. The cam
rider claw for Mark 3 was laser cut from stainless steel and done commercially.

